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OCEAN GRAZERS
Concepts
Students will continue
exploring the concepts
of structure and function
using hands-on, ex-situ
observation of ocean
grazers in the classroom.
HCPS III Benchmarks
SC 3.1.1
SC 3.4.1
SC 3.1.2
SC 3.5.1
SC 3.3.1
FA 3.1.3
Duration
1 hour and (2) 20-min
periods
Source Material
PRISM
Vocabulary
Ex-situ
Intertidal
In-situ
Magnification
Organism

Critters in the Classroom
Summary
Teacher will provide a variety of touch-tank and critter-viewing
stations for students to observe and handle live ocean grazers.
Students will use digital microscopes and hand lenses to explore the
creatures up close and will make scientific drawings and labels of
what they see. Students will also choose two of the species for an indepth comparison (of structures and functions between the two
creatures). As a follow-up activity, students will discuss possible
connections of plants and animals and concepts like foodwebs.

Objectives
•
•
•

Students will handle live ocean grazers and use inquiry
science to make their own hypotheses about their structures.
Students will use scientific terms to define and label the parts
of their chosen critters (structures).
Students will be introduced to new research tools (e.g. digital
microscope, hand lenses) and proper live-creature handling
protocols.

Materials
Ocean Grazer Lab
Live sea urchins, ‘opihi, pipipi, a‘ama and other available grazers
5-gallon bucket
Mesh gear bag
Extra water jugs (or carbuoy)
Battery-operated air pump (with tubing and air stone)
Several large clean ziplock bags (for transporting grazers safely)
4 – 6 plastic containers with lids
1 – 2 laptops with Digital Microscopes and ProScope software
Copies of both Ocean Grazer Worksheets for every student
(Comparison and Observation)

Making Connections
Here is where students can apply what they know from the “field”
(e.g. trips to the shoreline with their family) to what they’ve been
learning in the classroom about structure and function. This is also a
great time for teachers to gauge how well the students have grasped
the concepts of structure and function from Lesson 3: Wana, ‘Opihi,
and A‘ama, oh my! This is a fun, hands-on, synthesis activity
through which students bring the outdoors into the classroom and
revisit the concepts they’ve learned from previous lectures.
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Teacher Prep for Activity
If possible, the Ocean Grazer Lab uses a laptop (or two) with the same number of digital
microscopes. If this is not feasible, the students can use (magnifying) hand lenses instead. In
addition, the collecting of various live animals will require some teacher-prep time – however
this is fun and not as difficult as it may initially seem. First off, go online and become familiar
with the poisonous varieties of urchins present in Hawai‘i. In general, if urchins have long
pointy spines that are greater than about 2” then STAY AWAY (they are likely true wana – i.e.
poisonous). For the most part, these are deeper water species and will not be something found in
the intertidal zone (region of the coastline that is only covered by water during high tide). Plan
to collect species during a low tide shortly before the class laboratory. Grazers can be
transported temporarily in large ziplock baggies (may want to double-bag for some urchin
species) with plenty of air and seawater (at least ¼ of the bag should have air in it to provide
oxygen to the critters, however, they do need to be submerged in water at all times) or in a 5gallon bucket with water and an air pump (these can be purchased at a local pet store – be sure to
ask for a battery-operated model).
Good urchin species for Hawai‘i classrooms include ‘ina, or Rock-boring urchins (which
can be pink or black), Pencil urchins (although these are usually hard to pry safely off the rocks),
Helmet or “shingle” urchins and Collector urchins. Pipipi snails are easy to find and do well for
a time in captivity too. Also, search for any larger ‘opihi (to harvest legally they be over 1.25”),
and be sure to collect them safely. Both ‘opihi and a‘ama crabs are good species to share with
the class – however, they do not tend to do well in captivity. Therefore, an ‘opihi that has
already been collected (and is dead) or an a‘ama-crab molt (red shells they leave behind on rocks
along the shoreline) might be a more critter-friendly option.
Again, if ‘opihi, a‘ama, and Helmet urchins (ha‘uke‘uke) are collected, be aware that they
are hard to keep alive and be prepared to explain the death of these animals to the students. Most
other species do fine for a time in transport and out of water during “touch time” activity (for 5 –
10 minutes here and there). Be sure to return critters to the oxygenated water ASAP and to keep
them away from high temperatures at all times (e.g. > 90ºF). For best results, ask someone like a
University student, PRISM fellow, pet-store employee or knowledgeable colleague for some
technical assistance with these live critters. Also, heads up that Collector’s urchins (hawa‘e
maoli) tend to release their gametes (sperm and eggs) when stressed, so be aware of this if the
water suddenly turns cloudy. This is a great opportunity for students to use inquiry-skills to
figure out just what these urchins are doing (a lot of times students thought they were
defecating). Ask questions like, “Given the color of the release, is this urchin a male or
female?”. Recall from the Wana Web Exploration – Optional TECH Extension activity
(http://www.waquarium.org/MLP/root/html/MarineLife/Invertebrates/Echinoderms/HawaiianSe
aUrchins.html) that females produce orange (roe) eggs.
Don’t know where to go for collection? There are several good collection sites for
“touch-tank” species, including Richardson’s Ocean Park or Onekahakaha in East Hawai‘i,
Honu‘apo or Ka‘alu‘alu in South Hawai‘i, Kahalu‘u in West Hawai‘i, and Anaeho‘omalu Bay or
Puako in North Hawai‘i. These are all good ocean grazer locations that should allow for safe
collection at low tide (although some sites might require the collector to don a mask and snorkel
and go underwater for the search). Just remember two good safety notes for collecting
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organisms in the ocean: (1) never turn your back to the ocean; and (2) make sure someone else
knows where you are, and wherever possible do not go alone. A mesh gear bag is an ideal way
to collect organisms underwater.
For the classroom activity, print a copy of each of the Ocean Grazers Lab Worksheets.
The Ocean Grazer Observation sheet should be double-sided with a replicate copy of the
Observation Worksheet on each side – make one copy per student. The Ocean Grazer
Comparison is a double-sided worksheet that is different on both sides (labeled “Ocean Grazer
Comparison” and “Differences in … Structure & Function”) – make one copy per student. It
may also be useful to go over the details of both these worksheets with the class beforehand.

Background
No additional background information is needed for this lesson. Please see Lesson 3: Wana,
‘Opihi, and Algae, oh my!, Lesson 5: A‘ama and Pipipi Adaptations, and Resources section for
further reading material.

Vocabulary
Ex-situ – Literally it means “off-site;” for example, scientists might bring certain highly
endangered species to a ex-situ location to study if they are currently being threatened by
environmental degradation.
Intertidal – The region of the coastline that lies between high and low tides; one of the first
stretches of shoreline when divided horizonally (refers to all the critters that live in that
area too), and is usually the area for “tidepooling” at low tide; the term nearshore
encompasses this intertidal zone and deeper (to 10m or 33ft depth).
In-situ – The opposite of ex-situ, meaning literally “on-site;” typical word used by scientists
to describe studies that take place in the same location that the organism (plant or animal)
normally lives. For example, the Hawksbill Sea Turtle Monitoring Project of Hawai‘i
Volcanoes National Park uses volunteers to monitor female nesting activities at in-situ
locations along the Southern coast of Hawai‘i Island.
Magnification – The process of enlarging the apparent size of something by an optical
instrument.
Organism – A single unit or individual of life, such as a plant, animal, or individual fungus.

Procedure
Activity 1. Ocean Grazers Lab Preparation (20 mins)
1. Ask students what they think the dangers of working with live animals might be.
2. Conduct a round-table discussion, but make sure the following points are considered:
(There are 3 things that need to be clear: 1) respect for the creatures (e.g. DON’T keep
them out of water too long, handle them roughly, drop them on the floor); 2) safety for
the students (be careful of spines and dissuade unnecessary fears); and 3) respect for the
computer and digital microscopes (they cannot get wet!).
3. Talk about the Ocean Grazers Lab procedure.
4. Answer any questions they might have.
5. Talk about worksheets ahead of time!!! (This is yet another way to ensure safe handling
and smooth sailing on this activity.)
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Activity 2. Ocean Grazer Lab (1 hour minimum)
While critters and the classroom are waiting:
1. Ensure that the air pump is running and the air stone is placed at the bottom of the 5gallon bucket.
2. It is also important that the creatures aren’t too hot or cold – please don’t leave them in
the sun or right in front of an AC-unit.
While students are away from the classroom (on break or lunch recess):
1. Rearrange the desks so that there are enough stations for each plastic container plus one
more table for the digital microscopes.
2. Next, place the ocean grazers by species in the plastic containers and set up the laptops
and microscopes. Divide the students into groups ahead of time too (if possible).
3. Leave the covers on the critter containers for now.
Enter students:
1. Break the students into even groups (group size is according to the number of stations).
2. Ask the students to leave the creatures in the containers without touching them as groups
rotate from station to station becoming familiar with the different species there.
3. Have groups spend a couple minutes at each station (a stopwatch is a good idea).
4. Next, tell students to choose TWO species and make a labeled drawing of each of them
on their Ocean Grazer Observation Worksheet.
5. Be sure they do a larger diagram of the whole critter and then focus in on one certain
aspect (or structure) for the magnified “Zoom Observation” (keeping in mind that not all
students will actually be able to see their individual organisms of choice with the digital
microscopes).
6. Now they can pick them up – carefully!
7. After ten minutes pass, remind students that they should be finishing up their drawings.
(They can do this at their desks if it helps them focus.)
8. Have them spend a maximum of ten minutes on the front side (with Name/date) and
fifteen on the back side of the Comparison Worksheet.
9. Leave time for questions and observation sharing if possible. (They can take their
Observation drawings home along with the Comparison Worksheet if they are unable to
finish them within the given time.)
In our past run, one hour was sufficient for most students to observe and draw two organisms and
list a couple similarities/differences. However, very few students were able to complete the
second page of the Ocean Grazers Comparison Worksheet. Some additional class time later in
the day or conversion into a homework assignment might be warranted.
Activity 3. Follow-up and Synthesis Discussion (20 minutes)
1. Ask each students to share one memory about something learned/observed during the
Ocean Grazers Lab from the previous science class (RPK).
2. Pass back the two Ocean Grazers Lab Worksheets to students.
3. Lead a discussion with them, asking questions such as:
• What do structures tell you about the critter’s survival functions?
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What do their structures reveal about the habitat (environment) they live in?
How do plants rely on animals? (This is a tough question to answer in the marine
environment as it is not as crystal clear as the birds and bees and flowering plant
pollination. That said, you could lead students from this tangible land-example to
think of which animals could help disperse and distribute limu spores. Algal
gardening is another topic that may be delved into with examples of certain
damselfish on the reef and specific home ranges of ‘opihi. More of this question will
be discussed in the Fish, A‘ama and Pipipi Adaptations Lesson.)
Next, have each student share examples of differences they observed between the two
species they chose.
Ask students to talk to their classmates about one or more examples of structure and
function they saw in the lab.
Have each student share one thing that his partner learned from the Ocean Grazers Lab
activity (instead of talking about what they personally learned).
Recollect the worksheets for grading/assessment, if necessary.
•
•

4.
5.
6.
7.

Assessments
Completed Ocean Grazer Lab Worksheets. The Ocean Grazer Lab is an outstanding place to
access student learning. Are they making the necessary jumps from structure to function? Are
they fully able to compare species and see why, for example, a Rock-boring urchin might have
smaller, shorter spines than a Pencil urchin? The second laboratory worksheet (Ocean Grazer
Comparison) offers a fairly in-depth look into how students are taking what they learned in
previous activities via diagrams and websites into real-life observations of live animals.

Resources
o Classroom Critters and the Scientific Method by Sally Kneidel ($17.95)
o Division of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) rules and regulations for collection of
inverts and limu: (http://hawaii.gov/dlnr/dar/fish_regs/marinverts.htm)
o Info on Collector’s Urchin:
(http://www.associatedcontent.com/article/388203/the_pincushion_urchin_night_mov
er.html?cat=53)
o Info on Pencil Urchin:
(http://www.associatedcontent.com/article/388223/the_pencil_sea_urchin_is_not_ven
omous.html?cat=53)
o Info on Wana – Spiny Sea Urchin:
(http://www.waquarium.org/MLP/root/pdf/MarineLife/Invertebrates/Echinoderms/W
anaLong-spineUrchin.pdf)
o Info on ‘Ina – Rock-boring Urchin:
(http://www.waquarium.org/MLP/root/pdf/MarineLife/Invertebrates/Echinoderms/Ro
ck-boringUrchin.pdf)

Extension Activities
Fieldtrips are always a great way to demonstrate concepts along with the big picture the unit is
attempting to convey. However, trips involving the entire class are sometimes infeasible. In this
case, teachers could employ makeshift fieldtrips using online resources such as Live Cam!
(www.waquarium.org) and other videos such as those on YouTube.com. Another way to include
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more hands-on experiences for students would be to get their parents involved. Where possible,
send a letter home to families and tell parents about the upcoming “Critters in the Classroom –
Ocean Grazers Lab” date and details. Perhaps some of them can take their children to the beach
and show them how to collect some of these animals for the classroom. Just be sure to stress
proper handling skills and to coordinate delivery times, so all the extra critters survive until the
trip back to the beach!

Culture/Art/Math/Literature Connections
Ask the students to write a story about one of the ocean grazers they saw in this activity for their
Literary Science class. Explain to them that personification is fine in non-fiction books, but
stress that it is important to strive for as much scientific validity as possible. For example, ask
students to include as much of the accurate life history (e.g. life cycle, habitat choice, diet
preferences) and appropriate structures that are specific to their organism. A great example of
this can be found in the PRISM book, “The Adventures of Ebi the ‘Opae‘ula” by Bobby Hsu and
Jackie Gaudioso. This can be found in the PRISM Library, and possibly on the PRISM website
in the near future. For more info, email prism@hawaii.edu.
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Ocean Grazer Comparison
Name: ___________________
Date: ______________
I am comparing organism #____, named _____________________
and organism #____, named ______________________
Similarities in Structures

Differences in Structure
Organism:

Organism:
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Differences in Ocean Grazer Structures & Functions
Choose 3 differences in structures of both organisms and explain how that different structure
may help each the organism survive (function).
#1 Structure & Function Contrast
Name of Organism:
Different Structure:

#2 Structure & Function Contrast
Name of Organism:
Different Structure:

#3 Structure & Function Contrast
Name of Organism:
Different Structure:
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Function: How does this structure
help the ocean grazer survive?

How does this structure help the
ocean grazer survive?

How does this structure help the
ocean grazer survive?
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Ocean Grazer Observation
Name: _______________________________ Date: ________________
Observed Organism #_____, named ________________________________
Labeled Illustration

Zoom Observation

Observed Organism #_____, named ________________________________

Labeled Illustration

Zoom Observation

You may take notes on the back of this sheet as well.
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